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A B S T R A C T

Background aims: The production of commercial autologous cell therapies such as chimeric antigen receptor T
cells requires complex manual manufacturing processes. Skilled labor costs and challenges in manufacturing
scale-out have contributed to high prices for these products.
Methods:We present a robotic system that uses industry-standard cell therapymanufacturing equipment to auto-
mate the steps involved in cell therapy manufacturing. The robotic cluster consists of a robotic arm and custom-
ized modules, allowing the robot to manipulate a variety of standard cell therapy instruments and materials such
as incubators, bioreactors, and reagent bags. This system enables existing manual manufacturing processes to be
rapidly adapted to robotic manufacturing, without having to adopt a completely new technology platform. Proof-
of-concept for the robotic cluster’s expansionmodule was demonstrated by expanding human CD8+ T cells.
Results: The robotic cultures showed comparable cell yields, viability, and identity to those manually per-
formed. In addition, the robotic system was able to maintain culture sterility.
Conclusions: Such modular robotic solutions may support scale-up and scale-out of cell therapies that are
developed using classical manual methods in academic laboratories and biotechnology companies. This
approach offers a pathway for overcoming manufacturing challenges associated with manual processes, ulti-
mately contributing to the broader accessibility and affordability for personalized immunotherapies.
© 2024 International Society for Cell & Gene Therapy. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article

under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/)
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Introduction

Cell and gene therapies are expensive to develop and manufac-
ture, which limits access by patients who may benefit from them [1].
Up to 50% of the manufacturing cost is driven by labor costs and lim-
ited availability of skilled labor [2]. Complex manufacturing processes
are also difficult to scale up, since manual processes that are cost-
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effective for small scale production may not be appropriate for large
scale commercial manufacturing [3]. The high cost and low through-
put of classified cleanroom space is another barrier to development
and scale of such therapies [4].

Robotics and automation are a common approach to reducing labor
costs in traditional industries such as agriculture [5] and pharmaceutical
manufacturing [6]. In autologous cell therapy manufacturing, closed and
automated systems such as the Miltenyi Prodigy [7,8] and Lonza Cocoon
[9] are widely used as alternatives to traditional manual manufacturing
methods. These systems have the advantage of providing an all-in-one
solution to cell therapy manufacturing in an instrument that can be
operated outside of classified cleanrooms. However, these systems are
proprietary and therefore limited in the number and complexity of dif-
ferent manufacturing steps that they can perform. They also require
extensive user training and regular user manipulations to add materials
and reagents, remove waste, and take samples for quality control analy-
sis. Sterile welding in particular is an error-prone manual process that is
used to create sterile connections for closed systems [10].

An alternative approach to such all-in-one manufacturing plat-
forms is a robotic system that can operate industry standard equip-
ment from multiple different vendors already extensively deployed
for cell and gene therapy manufacturing. Standard existing equip-
ment is designed for use by human hands; therefore, the robotic sys-
tem utilizes customized interfaces and equipment workholding to be
able to interact with each individual piece of equipment. Examples of
such integrated automation approaches include the AUTOSTEM plat-
form for human human mesenchymal stem cells [11] and the Stem
Cell Factory for induced pluripotent stem cells [12]. Due to their mod-
ularity, such systems can rapidly be modified to incorporate new
equipment and new techniques as the field evolves. This modularity
also allows for processing of multiple different batches in parallel,
which is not possible with all-in-one manufacturing platforms. Fur-
thermore, these systems can reduce manufacturing costs by decreas-
ing the required number of personnel, increasing throughput, and
lowering cleanroom and facility requirements. A preliminary esti-
mated cost analysis based on insight from industry experts for this
robotic system is reported in Supplementary Table 1.

Here, we describe the performance of a new prototype robotic sys-
tem designed to operate industry-standard cell therapy manufacturing
equipment. We robotically automate the culture of CD8+ T cells using
standard G-Rex 10M CS and Xuri Cell Expansion SystemW25 platforms,
in combination with a modified Heracell Vios 250i cell culture incuba-
tor. We show that cell yields, phenotype, and viability are comparable
between robotic and manual processes. The use of industry-standard
equipment in a robotic process can greatly increase the pace of both
process development and scale up for novel cell therapy products.

Materials and Methods

Robotic cluster design

The robotic cluster was designed to enable automated
manufacturing of cell therapies in a GMP-compliant setting. The fea-
tures of the system are described in Table 1.
Table 1
Key features.

Feature Rationale

1 Functionally closed liquid transfers Compliance with “st
Practice” (FDA-200

2 Digital record of steps and electronic barcodes for location Compliance with dat
3 Reagent cooling system Allows for reagent st
4 Custom reagent formulations, volumes, and addition times Targeting slow (0.5 r

total of 10 to 200 m
5 Automated cell transfer between industry-standard

bioreactors and cell processing equipment
Assists scale up from
equipment is bein
The robotic cluster consists of a central robotic arm surrounded by
individual modules that are used to accomplish specific tasks. Each
cube-shaped module contains a specific instrument, reagent or mate-
rial that, in this proof-of-concept, was used to automate cell expan-
sion (Figure 1A and C). The robot is controlled by an in-house
developed cloud-based software, which records every action and
tracks materials through the production process.
Interfaces with off-the-shelf equipment
The robotic cluster was designed to use the following off-the-shelf

materials and equipment: a G-Rex 10M CS cell culture vessel (Wilson
Wolf, New Brighton, MN, USA), a Heracell Vios 250i incubator
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Carlsbad, CA, USA), and a Xuri Cell Expan-
sion System W25 (Cytiva, Marlborough, MA, USA). The robotic cluster
can also handle bags of reagents and syringes. We describe the sup-
porting input and storage sub-modules (Figure 1A). The input module
was where the user interfaced with the robotic system to add bio-
reactors and take samples. The storage module was where process
consumables (e.g., disinfecting caps, syringes) were stored in bulk for
robotic use. Since most off-the-shelf instruments and materials for
cell therapy manufacturing are not designed for robotic manipula-
tion, customized cartridges were developed, and 3D printed. These
cartridges allow the robotic arm to connect tubes, transfer liquids in
and out of bags, and move bioreactors that were originally designed
for human hands. Photographs of the cluster equipment and car-
tridges are presented in Supplementary Figure 1.
Connections between vessels
Moving liquids from one vessel to another requires standardized

connections between them. Therefore, all consumables used in the
process were fitted with tubing extensions containing standard nee-
dle free connectors (Texium, BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). These
extensions were presterilized using electron beam radiation (Nutek,
Hayward, CA, USA) and added to consumables within a biosafety cab-
inet. To minimize the risk of microbial contamination during connec-
tion of tubes, disinfecting caps containing 70% isopropyl alcohol pads
(Merit Medical, South Jordan, UT, USA) were used before each con-
nection to robotically sanitize the exposed face of the needle free
connectors (Figure 1B). Disinfecting caps, traditionally used for sani-
tizing IV lines, may decrease the risk of introducing microorganisms
into the sterile fluid path of the tubes [10,13].
Cell resuspension and transfer
Resuspending cells and transferring them from one vessel to

another is a challenging task for a robotic arm. To transfer cells from
the G-Rex culture vessel to the Xuri bag, the robot mixed the G-Rex
using an optimized swirling motion to ensure adequate resuspension
of cells and made necessary fluid transfer connections. A compressed
air source was then used to transfer the cells to the Xuri culture bag.
Compressed air (for cell transfer between bioreactors), peristaltic
pumps (for reagent addition to bioreactors), and syringes (for taking
cell samples) operated by the robotic arm were the three methods by
which liquids were transferred in the robotic cluster. Wash steps,
erile drug products produced by aseptic processing - current Good Manufacturing
3-D-0145)
a integrity regulations (21 CFR 211)
orage at 4 § 2°C and addition at 25 § 2°C without user involvement
evolutions/s) reagent addition to avoid temperature shocking the cell culture. A
L of fluid was added at one time, taking a maximum of 30 min
small to large culture volumes and requires less validation testing since standard
g used

https://www.regulations.gov/docket/FDA-2003-D-0145


Figure 1. (A) Outline of the robotic cluster modules used for cell expansion; (B) overview of the aseptic disinfection process developed; (C) scheme of the G-Rex and Xuri modules
indicating robotically manipulated lines.
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consisting of rinsing the bioreactor with media from storage, were
also included when necessary to ensure adequate cell recovery.
Reagent storage and addition
Reagents were stored in 300 mL bags with one surface contacting

a metal surface that was held at 4 § 2 °C using the Peltier effect
(when electric current flows through the device, heat transfers from
one side to the other, leaving one side cooler). The media was sepa-
rated into two bags labeled R1 (531,000 I.U. of Interleukin-2 (IL-2)
diluted in 300 mL cell expansion media) and R2 (300 mL cell expan-
sion media), dispensed at different ratios to deliver small volumes of
IL-2 to bioreactors. After increasing the temperature to 25 § 2 °C,
reagents from R1 and R2 bags were added (culture day 1, 4, 7, 9, 11)
using two concentrically mounted peristaltic pumps (Figure 1C).
Software architecture design
To facilitate the cell therapy manufacturing process, we imple-

mented software interfaces for industry-standard instruments,
custom end-of-arm-tooling and firmware, and a cloud system for
software deployment, data collection/compliance and system
control.

In this system a single controlling gateway computer was respon-
sible for communication with the cloud. It received a plan describing
a cell therapy process and distributed instructions to several smaller
edge-device computers, each responsible for control of a single mod-
ule consisting of one or more instruments and custom in house-
developed hardware. Each edge-device computer reported process
data back to the main gateway, which passed this to both the cloud
database and a locally maintained database in the event of connectiv-
ity loss. A digital batch record was then generated in the cloud based
on the collected process data. A schematic representation of the in-
house developed software and its working mechanism is reported in
Figure 2.

Cells

Human CD8+ T cells isolated from commercially available human
leukapheresis collections (StemExpress, Folsom, CA, USA or AllCells,
Alameda, CA, USA) using Miltenyi CD8 MicroBeads and a Miltenyi



Figure 2. Software architecture and relationship between devices, from the cloud infrastructure to custom equipment and tooling.
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Prodigy instrument were used for experiment 1. Purified human CD8
+ T cells were purchased from a commercial source IQ Biosciences
and used for experiments 2 and 3 (Alameda, CA, USA).

Reagents

Cell expansion media consisted of CTS Gibco OpTmizer media
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Carlsbad, CA, USA) with 5% AB human
serum (Access Biologicals, Vista, CA, USA) and 1% L-glutamine
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, US-CA). IL-2 (Clinigen, Durham, NC, USA)
was diluted in phosphate buffered saline (PBS; Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and added at a final concentration of 300 I.U./
mL. Transact (Miltenyi Biotec, San Jose, CA, USA) was used for activa-
tion at 10mL per 1 mL medium.

In vitro expansion of CD8+ T cells

Stimulation and expansion of human CD8+ T cells was used as a
model system for demonstrating the capabilities of the robotic cluster. A
robotic culture was performed and compared to a manual control
(Figure 3). In brief, cryopreserved CD8+ T cells were thawed, rested over-
night in medium, and 15 £ 106 cells were stimulated the next day with
TransAct in a G-Rex 10M bioreactor. The G-Rex was kept in a standard
cell culture incubator at 37 °C and 5% CO2. The total volume of medium
was increased to 90 mL over the first 4 days. On day 7, the cells were
transferred to a Xuri bioreactor (rocking speed 6 RPM, Rocking angle 6°,
CO2 5%, air 20%, gas flow rate 0.01 L/min). The total volume gradually
increased to 590mL. Cultures were terminated on day 12.

The same cell expansion was performed by the robotic cell cul-
ture, except the G-Rex was placed into the robotic cluster on day 0
after cell seeding and activation. All subsequent manipulations
including addition of medium and transfer of the cells from the G-
Rex to Xuri were performed by the robotic cluster. Periodic sampling
of the culture was performed manually using a serological pipette
(G-Rex) or syringe (Xuri) for both robotic and manual conditions.
2 mL of fluid was taken for all cell count samples. On day 7, the num-
ber of cells transferred from the G-Rex to the Xuri was equalized
between the robotic and manual conditions. Yield and doubling cal-
culations were carried out as described in Supplementary Material
(Yield and doubling calculations Section). An additional control cul-
ture was performed in traditional plastic flasks with periodic media
additions, as highlighted in Supplementary Figure 2.
Figure 3. Process steps for manual and automated culturing of CD8+ T cells versus
Optimization of cell resuspension and transfer via robot

The transfer of cells from the G-Rex bioreactor to the Xuri bag
requires resuspension of cells which have settled to the bottom of
the G-Rex culture vessel, followed by transfer of the culture volume
to the Xuri. Although such resuspension and transfer is simple using
a manual pipette, resuspension and transfer of cells via the G-Rex
tubing is more challenging for a robot, because cells adhere to the G-
Rex mesh. Therefore, we explored two different approaches to resus-
pend cells in the G-Rex vessel prior to transfer by either tilting or
swirling motions, which are compatible with single-joint robotic
manipulation. A total of 3.0 £ 106 primary human T cells in 90 mL of
culture medium were allowed to settle for >2 h and then the cells
were either tilted manually 10 times at a low angle or swirled with a
top pivot 10 times. Following this step, the cells were transferred out
of the G-Rex via a syringe connected to the G-Rex harvest port to a
second vessel. The number of cells transferred was counted, and then
2 washes were performed with 20 mL each of media. Resuspension
methods (tilt or swirl) were used again after each wash step, before
transferring. These methods are visualized in Supplementary Figure
3. Additional cell counts were taken after each of the washes. These
resuspension procedures were repeated 3 times with intervening
addition of wash media, and both methods demonstrated >95% effi-
ciency of cell transfer after 3 rounds of resuspension and transfer
(Figure 4, left and middle panels). The tilt method was then tested
using the robotic cluster instead of human hands. There was >98%
transfer of cells out of the G-Rex using this method on the robotic
cluster (Figure 4, right panel).

Cell characterization

Cell count and viability
Cell count and viability analysis was performed on 200 mL sam-

ples using an NC200 Nucleocounter (Chemometec, La Jolla, CA, USA)
and Via2 cassettes. Calculations for cell yield and doubling time are
referenced in Supplementary Material.

Flow cytometry
Cryopreserved samples were thawed, washed with PBS, and

resuspended in BD Stain Buffer (Catalog Number 554656). Fluoro-
chrome-conjugated antibodies used for staining are listed in Supple-
mentary Table 2. Fluorescent minus one (FMO) controls, and single-
process days. Automation started on day 0 post T25 flask thawing/activation.

https://iqbiosciences.com/product/purified-human-cd8-t-cells/


Figure 4. Optimization of cell transfer from G-Rex using different methods for resuspension of cells. 3.0 £ 106 cells in 90 mL were transferred from a G-Rex after manual resuspen-
sion via tilting (left) or swirling (center). The tilting or swirling was repeated before the initial transfer and with each wash step (20 mL used per wash). The tilting method was
adapted to a robotic process and the efficiency of cell transfer was confirmed (right). Error bars indicate range. Data are from 3 independent experiments.
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color controls using UltraComp Beads were prepared. Flow cytometry
was performed by the UCSF Flow core on a Sony ID7000 Spectral Cell
Analyzer. Data was analyzed in FlowJo (BD).

Bulk RNA sequencing
Bulk RNA sequencing was performed on CD8+ T cells cryopre-

served on day 11 or 12 by Novogene (Sacramento, CA, USA), as previ-
ously described [14]. After thawing, RNA was extracted, and RNA
degradation and contamination was monitored on 1% agarose gels.
RNA purity was checked using the NanoPhotometer spectrophotom-
eter (IMPLEN, Westlake Village, CA, USA). RNA integrity and quantita-
tion were assessed using the RNA Nano 6000 Assay Kit of the
Bioanalyzer 2100 system (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA,
USA). A total amount of 1 mg RNA per sample was used as input
material for the RNA sample preparations. Sequencing libraries were
generated using NEBNext UltraTM RNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina
(NEB, Ipswich, MA, USA) following manufacturer’s recommendations
and index codes were added to attribute sequences to each sample.
At last, PCR products were purified (AMPure XP system) and library
quality was assessed on the Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 system. The
clustering of the index-coded samples was performed on an Illumina
Novaseq sequencer according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
After cluster generation, the libraries were sequenced on the same
machine and paired-end reads were generated. Mapping was per-
formed by histat2 (2.0.5), quantification by featureCounts and differ-
ential analyses using DESeq2 (1.20.0) and edgR (3.22.5) |log2
(FoldChange)| � 1 & P � 0.05. The NovoMagic software (Novogene,
Beijing, China) was used for visualization and other analyses. Gene
enrichment analyses were performed using the GSEA software
(Broad Institute). The Broad Institute gene set database was used as a
reference (h.all.v2023.2.Hs.symbols.gmt and c7.immunesigdb.
v2023.2.Hs.symbols.gmt were used). The annotation platform was
set to Ensembl (Human_ENSEMBL_Gene_ID_MSigDB.v7.2.chip).

Aseptic process simulation
A functionally closed system is able to restore a closed state after

opening thanks to a disinfection step before process utilization. The
effectiveness of the disinfecting caps performing this sanitation step
was assessed through robotic process simulation. A subset of robotic
operations, including reagent addition, sampling, and cell transfer
from G-Rex to Xuri, were simulated over the course of 12 days using
Tryptic Soy Broth (TSB; Sigma Aldrich, Carlsbad, CA, USA). RODAC
contact plates (25 mm petri dish filled with trypticase soy agar and
Tween 80) and settling plates (100 mm petri dish with growth
media) were used to measure environmental contamination at 4 dif-
ferent locations within the robotic cluster. Nonviable particle counts
(>0.5 and >5.0 mm) were also measured at 4 different locations to
ensure the robot was operating in an unclassified environment. The
final Xuri bag was tested for turbidity after a 14-day incubation
period, with a positive control experiment performed in parallel (i.e.
inoculation of the bag with <100 CFU of USP indicator organism).

BacT sterility test
At the end of the process, samples from the manual and robotic

conditions were collected for sterility analysis in accordance with
USP chapter <71> in Bactec anaerobic and aerobic bottles or in
15 mL conicals for fungal/gram stain (Becton Dickinson, Franklin
Lakes, NJ, USA). Bactec bottles were incubated and checked for bacte-
rial growth for 14 days.

Statistical analysis

The statistical significance between manual versus robotic condi-
tions for yield, viability, day 7 fold expansion, day 12 fold expansion,
and surface marker expression (PD1+, LAG3+, TIM3+) was assessed
using Prism (Graphpad Prism, Boston, MA, USA) paired T tests with
significant P < 0.01. RNA sequencing results were analyzed for differ-
ential expression with the DESeq2R package (1.20.0); resulting P-val-
ues were controlled for false discovery rate using Benjamini and
Hochberg’s approach. Differentially expressed genes had an adjusted
P-value of � 0.05 found by DESeq2.

Results

To assess the robotic system’s ability to culture CD8+ T cells with
similar performance to a manual system, manual and robotic condi-
tions were tested in parallel. A culture of 15 £ 106 CD8+ primary
human T cells was stimulated in a G-Rex 10M-CS on day 0 and placed



Figure 5. Comparison of expansion of stimulated primary human CD8+ T cells using the robotic system and an analogous manual process. (A) Total cell yield (left) and viability
(right) at day 7 and day 12 of the culture; (B) Cell numbers immediately before and after transfer of cells from the G-Rex to the Xuri on day 7 (left), cell viability before and after cell
transfer at day 7 (middle), and transfer efficiency (right); post-transfer cell number for the manual process was matched to the number of cells transferred by the concurrent robotic
process; (C) Expansion by day for robotic and manual conditions.
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into a cell culture incubator. The cells were transferred on day 7 to a
Xuri Cell Expansion System W25. The cultures were maintained in
the Xuri through day 12 and were sampled at regular intervals over
the culture period. Overall results from parallel robotically and man-
ually performed cell cultures are summarized in Figure 5. Total cell
yield and cell viability on days 7 and 12 were not significantly differ-
ent between robotic and manual processes (Figure 5A). We con-
firmed that the temperature inside the Xuri culture bag was similar
between the two conditions, since the robotic condition used a
customized bag scaffold that could disrupt normal heat flux (Supple-
mentary Figure 4). The efficiency of the transfer process of the culture
from the G-Rex to the Xuri bioreactor on day 7 was evaluated by
measured total cell number before and after the transfer (Figure 5B,
left panel). There was no significant difference in percentage of cells
transferred between the robotic (102%) and manual (106%) condi-
tions (Figure 5B, right panel). When cell viability was measured both
before and immediately after transfer on day 7 from G-Rex to Xuri,
there was a trend toward lower viability in the robotic condition
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(Figure 5B, middle panel). However, the difference was not statisti-
cally significant and the cultures recovered high viability by the end
of the culture period. The full growth curve for robotic and manual
conditions in the G-Rex (day 0�7) and Xuri (day 7�12) is demon-
strated (Figure 5C). Additional comparison of the manual and robotic
conditions is presented in Supplementary Table 3. Bacterial culture
was performed on samples from the cell culture collected on day 12
of each run to confirm sterility. In one of the three manual CD8+ T
cell expansions, the cultures turned positive at 21 h after the begin-
ning of culture. Staphylococcus epidermidis was identified in two sep-
arate culture bottles. None of the samples from the robotic cell
expansions grew bacteria.
Figure 6. RNA sequencing results. Differentially expressed genes calculated using P value <

ditions (n = 3); (B) volcano deg plot for all manual versus robotic conditions (n = 3); (C) up and
run 3, and robotic run 2 versus robotic run 3; (D) venn diagram of differentially expressed ge
proliferation genes for all robotic versusmanual conditions (n = 3), bars indicate standard dev
Sterility of robotic processing

To confirm the ability of the robotic system to maintain sterility
during cell manipulations and culture, we performed aseptic process
simulations with TSB medium (n = 1) as described above. No bacterial
growth was observed in the media at the end of the process, in which
the whole volume of culture medium was incubated for 14 days at
37 °C. This process was carried out in standard (non-cleanroom) labo-
ratory space. Analysis of the levels of viable and nonviable particles in
the environment of the robotic cluster is summarized in Supplemen-
tary Table 4, which demonstrates that the robotic consumables main-
tain sterility of the culture even in a nonclassified environment.
0.05 and |log2FoldChange|>1. (A) hierarchical clustering for robotic versus manual con-
down regulated genes for each manual versus robotic run, manual run 2 versusmanual
nes for all manual versus robotic conditions (n = 3); (E) Differentiation, exhaustion, and
iations.



Figure 7. Flow cytometry analysis of robotic versus manual cultures at day 7 and 11. (A) Expression of CD3+ CD8+ in cultures; (B) Expression of exhaustion markers PD1, LAG3, and
TIM3; (C) Gating strategy to identify T cell subsets; (D) Average of T cell subsets in each condition (n = 3).
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Comparison of cell phenotype

To explore potential differences in cell phenotype between cul-
tures handled manually versus those handled by the robotic cluster,
we performed bulk RNA sequencing on specimens from day 11 of the
cultures (Figure 6 and Supplementary Figure 5). A hierarchical cluster
analysis of gene expression was performed for the three parallel runs
(Figure 6A), which showed clustering by run and not by robotic ver-
sus manual handling. Analysis of differentially regulated genes by
volcano plot of manual versus robotic condition (Figure 6B and Sup-
plementary Figure 5B) showed a small number of differentially
expressed genes: 128 genes, 0.45% of the total analyzed. Comparison
of differentially regulated genes between paired manual and robotic
runs (Figure 6C) showed limited overlap in genes that were differen-
tially regulated between conditions. None of the 9 genes found to be
differentially regulated in all 3 replicates (Figure 6D) related to CD8+
T cell expansion, exhaustion or senescence. Expression of a specific
subset of genes involved with differentiation, exhaustion, and prolif-
eration was compared and found to be statistically indistinguishable
between the manual and robotic conditions (Figure 6E).

Flow cytometry analysis performed on samples from days 7 and
11 of the cultures showed >95% expression of CD3+ and CD8+
markers (Figure 7A). Expression of exhaustion markers PD1, LAG3,
and TIM3 was similar between manual and robotic conditions
(Figure 7B). Subset analysis using CD45RO and CCR7 showed a pre-
ponderance of CD45RO+CCR7+ Tcm cells in both manual and robotic
cultures.

Discussion

We have presented design and performance data for a function-
ally closed robotic cluster with core functionalities for culturing
human T cells in industry-standard bioreactors. The robotic cluster
stores and adds medium, transfers cells, and maintains bioreactor
cultures for 12 days without direct human intervention, besides man-
ual sampling (Figure 3). The robotic cluster is designed to be modular
so that it can incorporate any industry-standard equipment into its
workflow. Each piece of equipment integrated into the robotic cluster
is controlled by a cloud-based control system that interfaces directly
with the equipment’s application programming interface (API). We
presented data from expansion of primary human CD8+ T cells
(n = 3) and demonstrated comparable results between the process as
performed by human hands and by the robotic system (Figure 5).
Future work will focus on expanding the number of manipulations
that the robotic cluster can perform, such as automated density gra-
dient centrifugation and T cell subset isolation at the beginning of a
process, electroporation for genetic modification in the middle of the
process, and formulation, fill, and finish at the end. Since there are
already industry-standard instruments for each of these steps, it will
be possible to rapidly integrate these and other processes into the
robotic cluster.

Importantly, the robotic cluster requires customized cartridges to
be able to manipulate a wide variety of standard consumables such
as syringes, plastic culture vessels, and culture bags. Each cartridge is
designed to maintain the as-designed performance of the consum-
ables while making the consumables amenable to robotic manipula-
tion. In our development, we encountered a problem in which a
customized cartridge interfered with temperature regulation in the
Xuri bioreactor. However, it was overcome through iterative
improvements to the design of the cartridge. In addition, the manu-
facture of prefilled bags, vials, or syringes with commonly used con-
sumables will be important for future development, since the robotic
cluster has limited ability to handle small volumes required for some
materials (such as cytokines or activation reagents).

There are some important differences between manual and
robotic manipulations in the presented data: the robotic arm moves
more slowly than human hands, so the cells in the robotic condition
spend more time outside the controlled temperature of the incubator
during transfer steps (0.5�1.5 h) compared to less than 15 min for
manual transfers. The resulting variability during these transfer steps
could have measurable biological impacts on the cells, although no
such differences were seen in our phenotyping data by bulk RNA
sequencing (Figure 6) or flow cytometry (Figure 7). Similarly, we
show that a robotic approach to resuspending cells in a G-Rex biore-
actor using a tilting motion has comparable efficiency to manual tilt-
ing (Figure 4).

Sterility of the robotic process is maintained through the use of
multiple-use needle free connectors, which are sanitized with alco-
hol-containing disinfecting caps before each use. The development of
on demand aseptic connections provides advantages compared to
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sterile welding since it is easier for a robot to perform and allows for
multiple connections to be made and removed from the same vessel.
Future development of this system will include support for different
equipment for additional process steps (e.g. electroporation, trans-
duction, separation, freeze, thaw) and the ability to work with more
bioreactors in parallel, all unified by overarching hardware/software.
In the data presented above, we show that the sterility of the culture
is maintained by the robotic process, while in one case the control
manual process resulted in a positive bacterial culture from an end-
of-process cell sample. The recovered organism (S. epidermidis) is
found on human skin and supports the conclusion that removing
human hands from manufacturing processes can help to prevent
microbial contamination.

In summary, a robotic system with high modularity and flexibility
can be leveraged to operate a range of standard equipment, automate
a variety of process steps, and allow for multiple products cultured in
parallel. This technology can be used for parameter exploration dur-
ing process development since it can easily run multiple processes in
parallel. Finally, it can be used to scale up clinical manufacturing of
autologous cell therapies in a small footprint. Therefore, future devel-
opment of robotic systems for cell therapy manufacturing has the
potential to increase quality while decreasing labor costs and speed-
ing up scale-up.

Conclusions

A prototype robotic cluster for manufacturing cell therapy prod-
ucts demonstrated comparable cell yields, viability, and identity
when compared to manually cultured CD8+ T cells. The use of indus-
try-standard equipment in the robotic cluster may support acceler-
ated manufacturing scale-up. Further development of robotic
approaches to cell therapy manufacturing has the potential to
increase quality, decrease labor costs, and increase manufacturing
throughput.
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